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BIO

Make a commitment to yourself to be the best

John is an in-demand leadership speaker who

you can be in a challenging world. This speech is

has been there and knows what it means to

for those who want to make a real commitment,

focus on leadership. His powerful multi-media

those who make the kinds of decisions that will

keynote is thought provoking and challenging

pay a huge dividend in advancing a cause,

and loaded with how to information and a ton

streamlining a corporate culture and generating

of inspiration.

personal fulfillment.

As a retiring broadcaster turned multi-million-

Attendees will discover:

dollar fundraiser, John brings a wealth of firsthand experience to audience members looking

Why trying to look too far ahead is a mistake.

for the key to staying on track. With first-hand

Why a ‘do it yourself’ attitude is priceless.

knowledge, John literally walks you through

A strategy leads to making the right decision

what it takes to persevere, reach the top and

How to take those first steps on the road to

stay on top in leadership role.

success.
Why doing your homework makes for a smoother
road.
Hidden factors that hinder good decision
making.

“I HAVE PROMISES TO KEEP AND MILES TO GO
BEFORE I SLEEP”

Robert Frost – American Poet

www.ordinaryhero.live

john@ordinaryhero.live

519-645-8855
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CLIENT LIST

"The Sunshine Foundation of Canada was
thrilled to have John Davidson as our closing

Toronto's Biotechnology Industry
Organization conference - John Davidson

keynote speaker at our annual conference.
John's presentation was a great reminder to

was the keynote speaker at the conference,

all of us that there is no mountain too big or

which attracted 16,000 delegates.

scary.”

The Sunshine Foundation

Melbourne, Australia at the International
Genetics Congress - John Davidson was a

“This is a true blood, sweat and tears

featured speaker at this conference, marking

adventure! We all should jump out of bed

the 50th anniversary of the discovery of DNA.

in the morning and ask ourselves 'how can
I inspire others moving forward as John

TESTIMONALS

Bill Johnson, Former CEO
McDonald's Restaurants of Canada

has done.’"

“John’s captivating style and the power and
passion of his message had us transfixed.
John’s inspiring and deeply moving story
about his experiences on the road across
Canada was a magnificent opener for the

"Compelling and inspiring...a dedicated
father demonstrates how a powerful
commitment can make a difference."

DFK International Annual Conference.”

Martin Sharp, Executive Director DFK
International London England

Lloyd Robertson, Former News Anchor
CTV National

EXPLORE JOHN’S PRESENTATION AT
www.ordinaryhero.live

CONTACT JOHN
john@ordinaryhero.live
519-645-8855

